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 You are here today because you have been 
identified as some of the brightest and most 
influential people on this campus.  

 Someone saw something in you and you 
worked hard to get to where you are today.  

 Because of you, the bar at RSU has been 
raised, and continues to rise.  

 Today is an opportunity to better yourself  







 Sweden & Kenya 
 Oklahoma 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NameFromCame to Oklahoma Represented Sweden, traveled across Europe, one of the most beautiful places I’ve been is Switzerland – went for a tournamentYour skill will often take you places you never thought you’d go



 Switzerland 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First Lesson: The challenge, joy, and creativity that results from working with diverse groups of people Team SwitzerlandBackground, religion, ethnicity, culture, political convictions, sexual orientation – these things all matter to some extent to all of us but when you are stripped of the basic ability to communicate with one another regarding something as simple as kicking a ball into a goal all those things fall to the wayside and you are forced to begin to think about similarities. What do we have in common? How can I communicate in a different way what it is I’m trying to say to ensure the receiver understands my message? How can I help my teammate perform her task better despite the fact that we do not speak the same language. How can I earn her trust? How can I show respect?(Are there people within your organization today with whom you feel you have very little in common with? How can you bridge that gap? They or the situation may be getting on what feels like your last nerve but what if you did not both speak English yet had to accomplish the same tasks associated with your positions?)What if our current legislature took that same approach? Disagreement, or conflict, isn’t in and of itself a negative thing, but how we conduct ourselves through disagreement can either be constructive or destructive. It can either build or tear down. Good leaders seek to build others up.Switzerland’s opponents weren’t waiting for them to learn each others languages, they had to find a way to get on the same page and they had to find it immediately. Deadlines are powerful and can bring the best and the worst out of people. The Tournament Team Switzerland participated in was qualifiers to the European Championship. They knew they probably wouldn’t get everything right this go around, but if they could get enough right this week, they would survive to solve another problem leading up to the next competition so they focused on the task at hand and chose not to be overwhelmed by the size of their obstacle.Do you have a task ahead of you that just seem to great to even take on? Is the size of the mountain deterring you from working to move it? How do you eat an Elephant?Teams, or groups of people, who are dedicated enough to a cause, a common goal, can rise above ANY challenges they face if they’re willing to get uncomfortable. Most achievements come not only with sacrifice but with discomfort.Switzerland did not have a great tournament and failed to qualify for the Championship. It was sad for the host nation. 



 Switzerland did not have a good tournament 
– who/what was to blame? 

 OSU vs. Clemson 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lesson #2: How do you respond to failure?When you lose or fail, is your first thought so and so didn’t do this or that or do you ask yourself what could I have done to affect the outcome in a more positive way.Poster after Clemson GameWrite the vision make it plan I could’ve easily been puffed up after the season I had individually. That picture helped me stay humble and hungry I also realized that in order for our team to reach the goals I wanted us to reach I would have to get more of my teammates on board with what I was already doing to prepare myself.Good leaders will not only lead by example but they make those around them betterIn order to influence others for the better you have to first connect with them on a personal level



 Effective Leaders connect with the people 
they lead and not only the goal they are 
pursuing. 

 Value the people you are on the journey with. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lesson #3 The importance of Valuing others above yourself, not because you aren’t significant but because it’s important to remember that leadership is a privilege and whether you work in the public, private, or non profit sector. Regardless of what industry you end up in. Having the attitude of a servant leader will keep you grounded and enlarge your sphere of influence.Bamse: Sasja & Coach Anna SigneulI still remember how I felt with I received the gift of BamseWe WILL all face struggles in life – that’s a fact – what matters is how you respond to the struggles you’re faced withThe things you go through only define you if you let them



 “Bamse” 
 You did not get to where you are on your own. 
 Humility is key 
 Good leaders are attentive listeners  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lesson #4 Seize every Opportunity to Pay it ForwardTransition – I gave the same Bamse to a teammate my Sophomore year of collegeWithout humility your circle of influence will always be smallerI remember how Coach made me feel and I try to seize every opportunity to make someone else feel what I felt – explain picturesIf we stay humble and take servants approach to how we lead, we are often presented with opportunities to influence and empower others that at the time do not seem like motivational or leadership “appointments”



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Krista LopezLil Kickers – stubborn children, sensory disorder, autistic, mute, overweightCamp KidMassoma from Afghanistan – Economic Empowerment of Women Peach through Business ProgramAlissa



 Good leaders are good learners 
 Be willing to be uncomfortable 
 Seek out opportunities to make a difference 

in the lives of others 
 Focus on what you can change 
 Try, then try again, then try again 
 Be the One 
 You are the Future 
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Presentation Notes
Seize every opportunity to learn – take notes at class, go to events, shadow someone in your field, take a peer to coffeeWho do you surround yourself with? Do you seek out people who do not think like you?Look to serve, honor those who have come before you, leave this place better for those who will com after youDo not be discouraged by the size of any taskRespond to failureIf not you then who? Would this state be in the state it is had more people considered running and voting for local public office some ten or twenty uears ago?How you view yourself today, what you say, and what you do, affects not only your tomorrow but other people’s as well. When we grab ahold of that, when we shift our focus from just ourselves and begin to ask ourselves “what can I do to positively affect my organization, my campus, my state, my generation?” and let that drive how we carry ourselves and what we choose to do with our time we become powerful agents of change. 
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